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PUBLIC NOTICE

[Pursuant to sub-section (1) and sub-section (4) of section 248 of the Companies Act, 2013 and rule 7 of the Companies (Removal of Names of Companies from the Register of Companies) Rules, 2016]

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF CORPORATE AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR OF COMPANIES, MUMBAI
‘EVEREST’ BUILDING, 100, MARINE DRIVE MUMBAI - 400 002

Public Notice NoROC/STK/2 Date: 02/05/2017

Reference:

In the matter of striking off of companies under section 248 (1) of the Companies Act, 2013, of following Companies,

1. Notice is hereby given that the Registrar of Companies has a reasonable cause to believe that-
   (i) The following companies have not commenced business within one year of their incorporation.
   (ii) The following companies (List of 12000 Nos. Companies) have not been carrying on any business or operation for a period of two immediately preceding financial years and have not made any application within such period for obtaining the status of dormant company under section 455.

And, therefore, proposes to remove/strike off the names of the above mentioned companies from the register of companies and dissolve them unless a cause is shown to the contrary, within thirty days from the date of this notice.

2. Any person objecting to the proposed removal/striking off of name of the companies from the register of companies may send his/her objection to the office address mentioned here above within thirty days from the date of publication of this notice.

Registrar of Companies, Mumbai
DESTINY RELIABLE MULTTRADE PRIVATE LIMITED

DESYTOYO FASHION PRIVATE LIMITED

DE-SURIMA COMPUTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

DBASE FINANCE LIMITED

DEGARTENTS AND CHEMICALS PVT LTD

DETECTIVE EYE SECURITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

DETECTOR SAFETY SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED

DETERELECTRONICS PVT LTD

DETERMINATIVE SYCHEM PRIVATE LIMITED

DETHIA INFOMEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

DETHIB EXports (INDIA) P LTD.

DETHOP INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

DETEX HEALTH & LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED

DETEX NETWORKS PRIVATE LIMITED

DETRINE IT AND B SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

DETROIT INVESTMENTS AND FINANCE PVT LTD

DEUTSCHE BEHALTER (INDIA) LTD.

DEUTSCHE CLEARING AND COUNTERTRADE (INDIA) LIMITED

DEUTZ INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

DEUX COATS AND CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI DASHAN FINANCE AND LEASING PRIVATE

DEVI DESIGNER TILES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI FINEART PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI FINTECH CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI HOME APPLIANCES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI INDIA PHARMA PVT LTD

DEVI INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI KRAFT PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI PURI TOBACCO PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI SAGAR INTERIOR PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI SAPHIRE PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI STEEL ART ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVI TYRE SURGERY PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA AGENCIES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA FINSTOCK PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA REALTORS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA RETAIL & PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA SINGH SHAM SINGH PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA GHAR ESTATE ANANDOLY PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA GHAR INVEST (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA GHAR TEXTILE MILLS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA PODI PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVA PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAKAM EXPORTS PVT LTD

DEVAKANTA TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAKI PACKAGING PVT LTD.

DEVAKVINANDAN DAIRY AND AGRO PRODUCERCOMPANY LIMITED

DEVAL INFRATECH PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAL INVESTMENTS AND TRADING COMPANY PR

DEVAL AGROTRADING PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAL EXPORTS PRIVATE LTD

DEVAK GUARD SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAKIMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAK TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVANGAN HOUSING AND FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVANGAN PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVANGINI FINANCE AND INVESTMENT INDIALIMITED

DEVANISH EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVANISH FINSERV PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVANTURE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVARCHANA TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVACHASI TRADING AND INVESTMENT PRIVATE

DEVASH'S RECOVERY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVAS SECURITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVASHAYAM ENGINEERING COMPANY PRIVATE

DEVASHI CAPITAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVASHISH HOLDINGS PVT LTD

DEVASHISH PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVASHISH RODINES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVASHISH TRADERS PVT LTD

DEVATA MULTITRADE PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVATA PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVBHOG FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVCHANDI COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVCHAYA HOLDINGS AND FINANCE P LTD.

DEVCO FINVEST P LTD.

DEVCO TRADE FINVEST PVT LTD.

DEVDAATTA INFRASTRUCTURE PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVDOVA HOLDING INVESTMENT AND FINANCEPVT LTD

DEVDOE ROGERSON INDIALIMITED

DEVDEPARDI CONSULTANCY SERVICES PRIVATE

DEVELOPMENT INVEST CHITS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVENDRA BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED

DEVENDRA CHEMICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALSPVT.LTD.

DEVENDRA FORGINGS PVT.LTD.
EAST WEST ESTATES P.LTD.
EAST WEST KOVALAM RESORTS LIMITED
EAST WEST ROADWAYS PVT.LTD.
EAST WEST SUPPLY CHAIN PRIVATE LIMITED
EAST WEST TELE AGENCY PRIVATE LIMITED
EAST WEST TEXTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN AGRICULTURE & FLORICULTURE EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN AIR DESIGNS (INDIA) PVT LTD
EASTERN AIR KRIDOVOS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN AUTOTECH LIMITED
EASTERN BALLOON PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN CIVIL ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN CONTINENTAL LIMITED
EASTERN DATA SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN EDUCATIONAL FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN FACTORS PVT.LTD.
EASTERN FINANCE AND SAVINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN FLAVOURSANDRA GRANES PVT. LTD,
EASTERN HATCHERIES PVT LTD
EASTERN INFOSOFT LIMITED
EASTERN INTERIORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN INVESTMENT AND COMARLS LTD.
EASTERN LIFE ASSURANCE CO.LTD.
EASTERN MANAGEMENT SERVICES AND ENGINEER
EASTERN MUSIC PROMOTIONS (INDIA) LTD.,
EASTERN OCEANIC IMPERX PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN PAPER COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT E-SERVICES P
EASTERN SAWLS LIMITED
EASTERN SPARST PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN TAPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY PVT L
EASTERN UNIVERSES CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTERN ZENIA COATINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTMAN ASSOCIATES (CONSTRUCTION) PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTMAN BEVERAGES AND FOODS PVT LTD
EASTMAN CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTMAN IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTMAN VIDEO PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTWEST MANPOWER SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY BUSINESS SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY BUY HOLDINGS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY BUY MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY CAPITAL AND FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY COM SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY CREAM MONEY NETWORK MARKETING PRIVATE
EASY ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY LOAN COMPANY PVT LTD
EASY LUGGAGE PVT LTD.
EASY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY MULTISTATE PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY PAPERS PVT LTD.
EASY PURCHASING AND SAVINGS PVT LTD
EASY SEALING BAGS PVT LTD
EASY SUCCESS NETWORK MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY TECH SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY WASH DETERGENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY WASH PRIVATE LIMITED
EASY-COMPU PVT LTD
EASYDOO CARGO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EASYFLY AVIATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EASYMULTI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EASYRESOURCE CREATIVE SERVICES PRIVATE LTD
EASYSECURED SOFTWARE AND SERVICES LIMITED
EASTEC (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EASTECON MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EASYWAY SALES AND SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EAT 'N JOY FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
EATON MERCANTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
EATON MOTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EAV METERS AND MOTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EAZEE IMPRESSIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EAYLIFE MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
E-BAZAAR NETWORK MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EBRC (INDIA) COMPANY LIMITED
E-BEARINGTRADE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EBEN EIZERRY PAIN COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EBENIZER EXPORTS LIMITED
EBINIZER HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
EBERS PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
EBIC CULTURE INDIA LTD.
EBIC-RED PRIVATE LIMITED
EBIZ COMPUTER CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EBONY DESIGN COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EBONY FURNISHERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EBONY SAFETY & MARINE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EBRIDGETECH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EBS MULTI TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
EBS WORLDWIDE SERVICES LIMITED
EXCEL FINANCE AND INVESTMENT COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCITIA TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT ASSETS JOINT VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT ELECTRONICS PVT LTD
EXCELLENT LEARN PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT CONSTRUCTION PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT DIAM CUTTERS P LTD
EXCELLENT G & SERVICES AND MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT SOFTWARES PVT LTD
EXCELLENT EXPRESS SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT FACILITY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT FILMS INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT FITNESS ACADEMY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT FORMS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT HOME DECOR PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT IMPOLYMER PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT TRAVELS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLEN'TIKA PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLESOL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELSOFT PVT LTD
EXCELSIOR ELECTRIC LAMPS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELSIOR INDUSTRIAL AND GENERAL COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELSIS INVESTMENTS LTD
EXCELSION NEEDLES INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELSIOR PLAZA PVT LTD
EXCELSIOR RADIO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY PVT LTD
EXCELSIOR STUDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELPI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELPROM PACKAGING MATERIALS MANUFACTURING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCOM CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS MANUFACTURING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELLENT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXCELPROM PACKAGING MATERIALS MANUFACTURING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXECUTIVE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXECUTIVE ACCESS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EXECUTIVE FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXECUTIVE JET INDIA LIMITED
EXECUTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT LTD
EXEMPLE HYDRAULICS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPECT HOLPONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EX HaitJADVENTURE EVENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXHIRE INFRASTRUCTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXHIREMILLS CONSULTING SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXIBATE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EXIT ADVISORY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXIT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXODUS TRANSPORT PRIVATE LIMITED
EXODEX PHARMA PVT LTD
EXOMET PLASTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXON CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
EXON SECURITY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXIT PLAST DESIGNS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXIT PLAST DESIGNS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXIT PLASTICS AND CHEMICALS PVT LTD
EXITTEAL WOOD MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXITTEAL WOOD MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC PROVIDERS & DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC CARGO PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC CONSTRUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC FAST FOOD AND RESTAURANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC HOTELS AND RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC PRODUCTION HOUSE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC SYNFAB PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC DESIGNER TILES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXOTIC NATURAPRIVATE LIMITED
EXPA IMPEX LIMITED
EXPAND PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPANDABLE IMFA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPANDATION TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPANDING TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERIENCE TRADERS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT ADVISORY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT ELECTRONICS CONTROLS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT ELEVATORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT INVESTMENTS PVT LTD
EXPERT LASERGRAPHY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT MARKETING AND ADVERTISING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT MEDICAL CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT SERVICES BUREAU PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPERT SOFTWARES IDEAS SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
EXPLICIT DESIGNS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLICIT TRADING AND MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLOPAC INDUSTRIES [INDIA] PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORATION ENTERPRISES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORER ENTERTAINMENT MUMBAI PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORE EXPORTS P LTD.
EXPLORE IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORER RESEARCH AND CONSULTANCY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORER BUILDINGS MATERIAL TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORER MINES AND MINERALS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPLORE REAL ESTATE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPONENTIA PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPONENTIAL BPO SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPONENTIAL GROWTH FUND AND LEASING COMPA
EXPONET PROJECTS & PUBLICITY LIMITED
EXPPOINT SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPTECHNOLOGIES (BOMBAY) PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPOSURE ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPOSURE MERCANTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPI2002MH00201F232767
EXPRESS ELECTRICALS AND ENGINEERING CO P LTD
EXPRESS ELEVATORS PVT LTD
EXPRESS ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS GENERAL AGENCY COMPANY PRIVATE LTD
EXPRESS HOUSING COMPLEX PVT LTD
EXPRESS INFONET (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS IQMORLI'S PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS PACKS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS POWER TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS RADIO SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS REPAIR SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS Telephone Services PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS TELECOM PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS TEXTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESSIONS ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESS TOUR COURIER SERVICES PRIVATE LIMIT
EXPRESS TRANS SERVICES LIMITED
EXPRESS RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPRESSWAY FOOD COURTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EPRO INVESTMERE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXPV STUDIOS & MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT LTD
EXQUISTE CONSTRUCTION PRIVATE LIMITED
EXQUISTE CUISINES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXQUISTE DIAMONDS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXQUISTE ENGINEERING SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXQUISTE INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXQUISTE LEATHERS PVT LTD
EXQUISTE MUNICIPAL HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTRALINE ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTENSIVE OUTSOURCING SERVICES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTRALINE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTREME FASHION (INDIA) PVT LTD.
EXTREME INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTREME MACHINE AND INFOTECH LIMITED
EXTREME MEGASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTREME PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING PRIVATE LTD.
EXTREME SOFT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTREME PRE ENGINEERING BUILDING PRIVATE
EXTREME PUBLIC SERVICES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTREME FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
EXTURIA ESTATE DEVELOPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
EXUDON HOUSING PVT LTD
EXUDON CORPORATION LIMITED
EYE FOCUS PRODUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
EYE INDIA HOTELS & RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
EYE INDIA INNOVATIVE MEDIA LIMITED
EYE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
EYE INDIA COMA PRIVATE LIMITED
EYECATCH CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED
EYECATCH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EYELAND PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
EYEPEICE FILMS LIMITED
EYEQUIL INVESTMENT AND TRADING COMPANY PVT LTD
EYE-VISION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EYEWITNESS MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EYEWITNESS MEDIA SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EYEWITNESS SECURITY AND SERVICES PRIVATE LTD.
EYOUT solution PRIVATE LIMITED
EZ COMM SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
EZ COMM VOICE COMMUNICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
EZ IMP X PRIVATE LIMITED
EZ TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
EZE INVESTMENT ADVISORS PRIVATE LIMITED
EZE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
EZEAFARMS AGRICULTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
EZEEMAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
GADSDEN TRADING CO. (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
GADRE AUTOMOBILES PRIVATE LIMITED
GADRE DOMESTIC DEVICES LIMITED
GADRE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LIMITED
GAGANGIRI BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGANGIRI INFRASTRUCTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGANGIRI PHARMAX PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGANGIRI PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGANGIRI TRAVELLERS PVT LTD
GAGAN SECURITIES PVT LTD
GAGAN TRADING CO LTD
GAGANDEEP CREDIT CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGANGIRI ESTATE PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGAN JEE ETIBROKING PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGAN JEE LAUNCH PRIVATE LTD
GAGAN KALI ENGINEERING PVT LTD
GAGAN SECURITY SERVICES PVT LTD
GAGAN SHAH PACKAGING PVT LTD
GAGAIN DEVELOPMENT AND REALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGAINA INFRA AND AGRO PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGAINA INFRA NIRMAL PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGAINA MARKETING SERVICES LIMITED
GAGAINA TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GAGAMSHA TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI ESTATES PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI JEE AGRO PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI JEE AVANTAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI KORA DEVELOPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI KORA INFRA PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI KORA MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI KORA REALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
GAI KORA RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LIMITED
GAI KORA TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GAIL SANGHVI DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
GALOA SYSTEMS AND COMBINES PRIVATE LIMITED
GALOA FERROMET LTD
GALIA MICROPACK INDUSTRIES LIMITED
GALITIS INVESTMENTS LTD
GALPAN SURAJKUMAR PRIVATE LIMITED
GALVEN ENGINEERS PVT LTD
GOLDISH FINLEASE PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDISH HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDISH ABRASIVES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDISATE FASHIONS LTD
GOLDHAMMER SECURITIES LIMITED
GOLDHOF COLD STORAGES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDIJIN WINES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMINT INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDKEY CREDIT CAPITAL PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDKEY PROJECTS LIMITED
GOLDLEAF EXPORTS & IMPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLEAF PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLEAF PROPERTIES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLEAF SECURITIES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLIFE MULTISERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLINE ARTS AND EVENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLINE GIFTS LTD
GOLDLINE HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLINE INFRAROUND SERVICES LIMITED
GOLDLINE MERCHANDISE COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLINE NET SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDLINE VOYAGER PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSUN OUTDOOR ADS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSUN TRANSPORT SYSTEMS LIMITED
GOLDMAN ONLINE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMAN VENTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMET WRITING INSTRUMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMINE AGROTECH INDIA LIMITED
GOLDMINE EXCHANGE NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMINE PROMOTERS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMIST KOLHAPI PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDMIST MARKETING CONCEPT (P) LIMITED
GOLDMOHAR RESORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDNOLE TRAVELS AND TOURS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOOK TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS SERVICE
GOLDSOOK 2000 PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOOK INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSBORIS MINING AND EXPLORATION PRIVATE
GOLDSOCK FINEST PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK GENERAL TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK REAL ESTATE PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK SHIPING PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK MERCANTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK ROUTE SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK PLASTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSOCK TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
GOLDSOCK SMITH AND SON (BOMBAY) LTD.
GOLDSOCK PLASTICS P. LTD.
GOLDSTAR ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSTAR MERCANTILE COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSTAR TOBACCO PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSTAR TRADE IMPERIAL PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSTAR FRINGEStocks PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDSTAR TOUCH TRADING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDWAN ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDWAN MULTIMEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDWAN WILLGROW PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDWIN MULTIRIDGE COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLDWIND TECHNICAL AND MARINE ENGINES LIMITED
GOLDY COMMERCIAL PVT.LTD.
GOLF-LINKS HOTEL PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLFPWR CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLFPWR INVESTMENT AND FINANCE PVT LTD
GOLFPWR BUSINESS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOLFPWR CONSTRUCTIONS PVT LTD.
GOLFPWR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOM ENGINEERING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMANCHI METALS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMANTAK ELECTRICAL LIMITED
GOMANTAK PRESS TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMANTAK SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMATI AGENCIES PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMATI ROADSWAYS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMATI INFRASTRUCTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMATI NAGAR DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMORE AGENCY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMUKH LAND PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMUKH THEATRES PVT LTD
GOMUKHA AGRO FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMUKHA AGRO FOODS HOLDINGS PVT LTD
GOMUKHA HOSPITALS PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMUKHA RUBY PRIVATE LIMITED
GOMUKHA TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED
GONOWANA DILLERS AND CONSTRUCTORS PRIVATE
GONOWANA HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
GONOWANA INFRASTRUCTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
GONOWANA LAND DEVELOPMENT AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PRIVATE LIMITED
GONOWANA LEATHER AND TANNING WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
GONOWANA NATURAL RESOURCES PRIVATE LIMITED
GONOWANA POLYESTER LIMITED
GONOWANA POLYESTER LIMITED
GONOWANA POLYESTER LIMITED
GONOWANA POLYESTER LIMITED
GONOWANA POLYESTER LIMITED